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Abstract

Visual data stories have been shown to significantly aid the comprehension

and short-term memorability of statistical facts and value messages. Hence,

they are a promising medium for communicating complex information to a

target audience, fulfilling the communicative goal of information visualisation.

However, creating visual data stories often requires a plethora of tools to execute

the visual data story creation process - creating visualisations, developing a

logical connection between visualisations, and presenting the story based on the

meaningfully sequenced visualisations. Current information visualisation tools

either focus primarily on exploration or lack sequencing models for visualisation

presentation, even though transitioning and sequencing have been shown to affect

user understanding and interpretation of visualisations. We present Gravity, a

system that consolidates the different phases of the visual data story creation

process, and recommends and visualises logically sequenced sets of interactive

visualisations to support the presentation of coherent narratives and visual data

stories. We also report on an evaluation study with representative participants.

Our results show that participants learned to use the system within a short time
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and successfully created visual data stories with minimal guidance.
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1. Introduction

Stories have been an essential medium for the communication of information

in human societies [1]. They convey information in a way that is both interesting

and engaging, and link events in a coherent whole, making them memorable

[2]. Hence storytelling media have been well utilised in the fields of journalism,5

literature and film [3, 4, 5, 6]. This appropriacy of storytelling coupled with

the current development of multimedia technology have created an upsurge in

visualisation research interest in integrating stories and information visualisation

- a subfield otherwise known as narrative visualisation or visual data storytelling

[7, 8]. There has also been an increased interest in data journalism that has led10

to communication-oriented visualisation essay platforms such as Kiln’s Flourish1,

The Pudding2, and Distill3.

Narrative visualisation (visual data stories), i.e., the combination of informa-

tion visualisation with storytelling mechanisms, have been shown to significantly

aid the comprehension and short-term memorability of statistical facts and value15

messages in a target audience [9]. Moreover, visual data stories grounded in

facts have the potential to change people’s beliefs and attitudes towards matters

under consideration and, consequently affect their decision-making process [10].

Therefore, visual data stories are a promising media for communicating complex

information to a target audience in a comprehensible and memorable way, thus20

fulfilling the communicative goal of information visualisation [8].

An important element of comprehensible visual data stories is the sequencing

of the visualisation pieces that constitute the visual data story. An optimal

sequence of visualisations for a linear visual data story is a sequence that conveys

1https://flourish.studio/
2https://pudding.cool/
3https://distill.pub
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the data in a clear and logical manner [11], and consequently reduces the cognitive25

effort required to understand the visual data story, e.g., chronologically ordered

visualisations, causal transitions between visualisations where the presentation

of one visualisation follows the other to show a causal relationship [12].

Nevertheless, creating visual data stories is not an easy task. It demands

substantial time and effort. It also often requires a variety of tools to execute the30

different phases of the visual data story creation process; creating visualisations,

developing a logical connection between visualisations, and presenting the story

based on the meaningfully sequenced visualisations [13]. Information visualisation

tools (e.g., Voyager [14], Keshif [15]) largely cater to the exploratory aspect of the

visual data story creation process but provide little support for the presentation35

goals of information visualisation. On the other hand, more recent tools (e.g.,

Ellipsis [1], Dataclips[16]) feature some presentation capability. However, they do

not incorporate transitioning and sequencing models for presenting visualisations,

considering that such sequences have been shown to affect user understanding

and interpretation of visualisations [17, 12].40

The aim of this work is the consolidation of the different phases of the

visual data story creation process in a single tool that supports the exploratory

and presentation goals of information visualisation, and integrate and visualise

models for logically sequencing sets of interactive visualisations to support the

development of coherent narratives. To this end, we present Gravity, a system45

that supports the creation of visual data stories. It adopts a meta-visualisation

approach [18] in creating visualisation sequences either manually or using the

system’s sequence recommender. Gravity treats a visual narrative as a graph

and encodes individual interactive visualisations as graph nodes. Directed

edges between nodes represent logical connections between graph nodes, i.e.,50

visualisations. In this visual narrative graph, pairs of nodes with the least

sequence cost are connected to each other to form a visual narrative. Gravity

supports the creation of interactive visualisations and visualisation sequences, and

annotation of nodes with insight notes for reference and presentation purposes.

In addition, the system also provides an overview of prior-created visualisations,55
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the inspection of individual visualisations, support for ethical forms and recording

of presentation using a basic presentation slides deck. These features all support

the goal of visual data story creation.

The design of Gravity is based on an abstract task analysis and consideration

for the visual data story creation process. The system supports asynchronous60

collaboration and review of prior sessions via file creation, import and export.

To evaluate Gravity, we conduct a user evaluation study with 10 representative

users. The results show that participants successfully created visual data stories

with minimal guidance and provide insight into how the system supports users

through the visual data story creation process.65

To summarise, our contributions are fourfold: (1) an abstract task analysis

design for creating visual data stories; (2) consolidation of the different phases

of the visual data story creation process in one system; (3) a meta-visualisation

of interactive visualisation sequences; and (4) development and evaluation of the

Gravity system.70

The rest of this paper is organised as follows: we relate a motivating scenario

in section 2. We discuss related literature in section 3. In section 4, we discuss

our adopted design approach. Section 5 discusses the system and components

design. In section 6, we discuss our user evaluation study results, and potential

threats to validity and the control we applied. Finally, we conclude the paper75

and also outline direction for future work in section 7.

2. Motivating Scenario

In practice, visual data stories authors (such as data analysts) use a variety

of tools to create visualisations, identify sequences of interesting story pieces,

build their presentations, and deliver their data story to their target audience80

[16, 13]. This process is iterative and involves going back and forth between

tools to create compelling and engaging narratives. However, this workflow

involves a back-and-forth process between multiple tools, limits flexibility, and

can be expensive in time and effort [19]. For instance, once a visualisation has
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been exported from a visualisation authoring tool to a presentation tool, it loses85

connection to the data, since exporting is a one-way process [20], and the changes

made in the presentation tool cannot be propagated back to the visualisation

authoring tool because they are not dynamically bound together. In light of

this, we describe below a motivating scenario of a typical data analyst whose

job entails carrying out analysis and giving presentations based on the data and90

results of their analysis.

Consider a hypothetical scenario involving Matt, a data analyst. Matt’s

role involves working with datasets and crafting compelling narratives that are

grounded in data. He is currently tasked with the responsibility of producing a

visual data story video based on the 2019 economic freedom4 dataset, showing95

the different continents’ economic freedom status based on the current index.

Figure 1 captures Matt’s visual data story creation process using 3 different

tools to achieve his goal.

Matt accesses a visualisation authoring system and loads the 2019 economic

freedom dataset. He decides to first explore the relationship between Trade100

Freedom and Tariff. He selects appropriate visual encodings and creates an

interactive scatterplot (Figure 1a). He then adds a suitable title to the visualisa-

tion and exports it as a static image file for later use in his visual data story

presentation. He creates and exports 4 subsequent visualisations for presentation

as well.105

Matt loads the previously exported visualisations into a presentation software.

He chooses to add insight notes to each visualisation for reference purpose while

he is giving the presentation later. However, he also needs to confirm some

underlying data points and details for the visualisations before adding the note,

and because the current visualisations in the presentation software are static110

files, he has to go back to the source visualisation authoring system to complete

4Index of Economic Freedom measures economic freedom of 186 countries based on trade

freedom, business freedom, investment freedom, and property rights. Data source: https:

//www.heritage.org/index/
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(a) Creating visualisation story pieces using a visualisation authoring tool.

l

(b) Sequencing the visualisation story pieces in a presentation tool.

(c) Recording the visual data story presentation using a screen recording tool.

Figure 1: Creating a visual data story using 3 different tools for the different stages.
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this task. All of the visualisations serve as story pieces and form the basis of the

intended visual data story.

At this point, Matt is ready to sequence the visualisations currently in the

presentation software. Taking his target audience into consideration, Matt115

attempts to build a coherent plot by sequencing the selected story pieces in an

order he believes to be logical and easy to understand. However, because Matt

lacks an empirical method to verify that the sequenced story pieces are more or

less comprehensible, he simply moves the story pieces around till he is satisfied

with his current sequence based on intuition, as shown in Figure 1b.120

Matt also intends to communicate transparency and integrity of ethics to his

target audience, so he adds additional slides that capture data acquisition and

data transformation information. With his presentation slides ready, Matt is

ready to record a presentation for his target audience.

Finally, Matt starts a screen recording software and records his visual data125

story on the 2019 economic freedom of regions using his presentation slides

containing his ordered story pieces and reference notes (Figure 1c).

The above scenario is typical of a visual data story creation process. The

process demands a substantial degree of time and effort and a combination of tools.

Also, current tools do not incorporate models to support the recommendation of130

logical story pieces sequences. Moreover, errors made at any stage or component

(e.g., in the visualisation authoring software) are propagated to subsequent stages

(e.g., presentation software). This is tedious to correct since the errors have to

be corrected in the source authoring tool used at the stage of the visual data

story creation process before updating subsequent stages.135

We aim to improve this workflow by consolidating the different phases of the

visual data story creation process in a single tool to enable flexible switching

between the different stages of the visual data story creation process and help

data analysts like Matt produce coherent and logically sequenced visual data

stories. We propose Gravity, a tool that supports the authoring of visualisation140

story pieces, the recommendation of logical sequences of story pieces, creation

of basic presentation slide decks with reference notes, and the recording of the
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visual data story presentation.

3. Related Work

In this section, we review prior literature on narrative visualisations and145

tools for authoring visual data stories in the information visualisation field.

3.1. Narrative Visualisation and Visual Data Storytelling

The field of information visualisation is witnessing a growth in research

interest in investigating approaches for creating effective visual data stories [16]

and criteria for evaluating them [21]. Beginning from the earliest concepts of150

narrative visualisation proposing the advantages that ensue from the combination

of information visualisation and storytelling mechanisms [3, 4], there has been

much recent work characterising various perspectives in translating insights into

visual data stories [22, 2, 13, 7, 23, 24, 25]. Similarly, there has been an argument

for the adoption of narrative visualisations [13, 8, 2] to fulfil the communicative155

goal of information visualisation.

Segel and Heer [7] presented a framework for narrative visualisations by

characterising 58 narrative visualisation artefacts from a variety of sources into 7

genres: magazine style, annotated charts, infographics, flow charts, comic strips,

slideshows, and data videos. The scope of our work is limited to the slideshows160

and data videos genre of the narrative visualisations framework. Segel and Heer’s

framework also categorises narrative visualisation on a continuum of author and

reader-driven strategies.

Other studies have focused on the storytelling scope and creation models

[13, 8]. Lee et al. [13] posit the visual data story creation process; the visualisation165

of specific data as story pieces, the sequencing of these story pieces in a logical

order, and the presentation of the sequenced denouement to a target audience.

Their work also highlights 4 common visual story authoring settings including

live presentations and recorded videos.

Researchers have also examined the effects of sequencing and consistency of170

visualisation artefacts, i.e.,, story pieces on the comprehension and memorability
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of narrative visualisations [26, 27, 17, 12, 11]. The remarkably similar results

emerging from these studies reveal that effective visualisation sequences signifi-

cantly improves a target audience perception, comprehension and memorability

of narrative visualisations than less optimal sequences, indicating the need for175

authoring tools to incorporate optimal sequence recommenders amongst other

features in tool development.

More recently, Amini et al. [21] proposed, inter alia, engagement, memorabil-

ity and comprehension as criteria for evaluating visual data stories. The result of

a study [24] from 3 web-based experiment exploring engagement in visual data180

stories showed that the presence of introductory narratives does not necessarily

improve user engagement in data exploration. However, author-driven narratives

do significantly aid user comprehension and short-term memorability of facts and

value messages of information visualisation, and also raise issues of subjectivity

and bias [9].185

While the aforementioned work has provided valuable insight into the models

and structural processes of visual data stories, there has been little work con-

solidating the various features. Our work bridges this gap and enables users to

author interactive visualisations and visual data stories, thus fulfilling both the

exploratory and communicative goals of information visualisation.190

3.2. Visual Data Story Authoring Tools

There has been an increased adoption of data-driven stories as a medium

for conveying data to a target audience in varied domains. This has motivated

both academic and industrial researchers to investigate different approaches

in developing tools that support the authoring process of data-driven stories195

[16, 28].

To ease the creation of narratives based on spatiotemporal data for analysts,

Eccles et al. [29] proposed GeoTime based on core features designed to provide

a higher level of abstraction that was unavailable in previous visualisation

systems. GeoTime introduces an automated pattern finding component that200

searches through the data for behaviours and relationships among events and
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entities. These patterns are then highlighted by the annotation component of the

system. The system also provides a text editing component for analysts to author

their visual data stories and provide explanations of events in time and space.

While GeoTime is specialised and focused on spatiotemporal narratives based205

on spatiotemporal data, Gravity is a more generic system for authoring visual

data stories using any data that can be visualised using common visualisaton

techniques.

Ellipsis [1] introduces a model of storytelling abstractions and supports the

creation of narrative visualisations using its graphical user interface. The Ellipsis210

system supports the import of already created visualisations and the use of

textual and graphical annotations to create multiple story scenes. However,

Ellipsis is focused primarily on the communicative aspect of information vi-

sualisation and does not provide support for exploration. On the other hand,

Gravity supports both the exploratory and communicative goals of information215

visualisation. Gravity supports the creation of interactive visualisations and

direct import of independent, externally created visualisation specifications. In

addition, Gravity consolidates the three processes of visual data story creation;

creation of interactive visualisations, sequencing of created visualisations, and

the presentation of the logically sequenced visualisations.220

SketchStory [30] is a data-driven digital whiteboard that merges infographics

with animation. SketchStory enables presenters to quickly create expressive

visualisations using pen and touch in real-time presentation sessions. It is built

on the premise of synchronous presentation, while the presenter addresses the

audience in real-time. By contrast, Gravity’s aim is to enable the creation of225

visual data stories in the form of videos that could be presented asynchronously.

Leveraging the familiar medium of comics, Kim et al. [31] introduced Data-

Toon, a data comic storyboarding tool that integrates the analysis and presenta-

tion of networks with pen and touch interaction. Using DataToon, analysts can

rapidly author visualisations of network panels and annotate them to create a230

narrative. While DataToon focuses on the visualisation of networks in the comic

strip genre of the narrative visualisation framework [7], Gravity addresses the
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slideshows and data videos genre.

Motivated by a study of how designers produce visualisations in practice,

Bigelow et al. [20] presented Hanpuku, a tool to bridge the gap between illustra-235

tion tools and visualisation tools. Hanpuku provides an interface that merges D3

scripts into Adobe Illustrator documents to support visualisation iteration. To

support designers’ workflow, Data Illustrator [32] extends interaction techniques

in vector design tools for direct manipulation of visualisations and lazy data

binding for visualisation authoring. Moreover, ChartAccent [33] facilitates the240

communication goal of information visualisation by aiding analysts to easily

augment visualisations via a palette of annotation interactions that generate

manual and data-driven annotations. Tableau’s [34] story point feature allows

analysts to present a set of interactive dashboard sheets or views with annota-

tions and filters. Similar to Ellipsis [1], these tools are well-suited for authoring245

presentation-oriented visual data story pieces. Nonetheless, they do not provide

support for optimally sequencing visual data story pieces to produce coherent

visual data stories, and also lacks functionality for voice narration and recording

of the presentation.

DataClips [16] was introduced as a tool for creating short data-driven motion250

graphics. DataClips aims to lower the entry threshold to creating short animated

clips for non-experts; it emphasises pictographs and has a large library of clips.

CLUE [35] is a model that integrates data exploration and presentation based on

provenance data captured during the exploration phase. Using CLUE, analysts

can author narrative visualisations based on the history of data exploration.255

However, both DataClips and CLUE do not provide a mechanism for the creation

of logical visualisation sequences - a crucial feature for the creation of coherent

visual data stories.
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4. Design Methodology

4.1. Design Approach260

Previous work in information visualisation focused largely on the exploratory

aspect of the visualisation process [8]. However, it provides little support in

facilitating a holistic design for creating visual data stories and flexible switching

between the different components making up the visual data story creation

process [36].265

Moreover, previous studies [9, 37] have shown that visual data stories signifi-

cantly aid the understanding of information visualisations to a target audience.

Motivated by these works, our objective is to design a system for creating

visualisations serving as story pieces in a visual data story, sequencing these

visualisations in a logical manner that promotes understanding and reducing270

cognitive load on the user, and providing support for the presentation of the

visual data story. Using these goals as a starting point, we identify 6 high-level

tasks that the system should fulfil. In addition, we utilise the multi-level typology

of abstract visualisation tasks [38] to specify the task descriptions for each task.

The multi-level typology of abstract visualisation task offers abstract rather275

than domain-specific description of tasks. This characteristic of the typology aids

the analysis necessary for the creation of new visual designs or system features,

by informing the conversion of domain-specific problems into abstract tasks, and

the qualitative evaluation of visualisation (or tool) usage. To specify the task

descriptions for the system, we captured the domain-specific (i.e., visual data280

storytelling) requirements principally from the narrative visualisation literature,

e.g., Lee et al. [13], Kosara and Mackinlay [8], Segel and Heer [7], Chevalier et

al. [39], and also from the authors’ experience in authoring visual data stories.

The abstract task analysis is a result of the consensus of two of the authors.

Although the abstract high-level task analysis described in this work is applied285

to and supports the development of our system, it can also be utilised by other

information visualisation researchers and tool developers as fundamental design

requirements to support the development of visual data story authoring tools. A
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summary of the key tasks and example usage is shown in Table 1.

Table 1: Summary of Tasks and Example Usage

Task No Task Description Example Usage

1 Create visualisations Provide visualisations as story pieces

from raw data

2 Create and visualise sequences Construct meaningfully ordered sequence

of story pieces

3 Create insight notes for visualisations Create notes or annotations associated

with findings

4 Provide overview of all visualisations Enable insight discovery and modifica-

tion of prior work sessions

5 Inspect individual visualisations Look-up and inspect fully interactive vi-

sualisations for more details

6 Create visual data story Present and record logically sequenced vi-

sual data story for a target audience

4.2. Tasks Descriptions290

4.2.1. Task 1: Create Visualisations

Firstly, Gravity should support the task of producing visualisations from

raw data, either as a part of the exploration process or the first phase of the

visual data story creation process. These individual interactive visualisations

serve as story pieces in the overall visual data story. This is achieved by inputting295

the raw data, selecting certain attributes of the data, optionally aggregating

the data, and encoding the selected attributes into appropriate visualisations.

The visualisations can then be recorded (i.e., exported or saved) as visualisation

artefacts for presentation purposes outside the system or as input to the

visualisation sequence component.300

For example, from section 2, Matt can explore the 2019 economic freedom

dataset using Gravity. He can create all 5 interactive visualisations that can be

exported as individual visualisation artefacts or as story pieces to be used in his

visual data story.
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4.2.2. Task 2: Create and Visualise Sequences305

To produce visualisation sequences, our system encodes visualisations as

graph nodes in a graph-based meta-visualisation. The nodes can be selected

and arranged in a chosen order by creating directed edges between nodes. The

system also provides a visualisation similarity model for recommending optimal

visualisation sequences. In addition, prior saved sequences can be imported310

and changed to more efficient sequences before recording (i.e., export) or as

input to the presentation component.

For example, in section 2, instead of Matt ordering the visualisation story

pieces using just intuition to find a sequence that is both logical and compre-

hensible to his target audience, he can use Gravity’s inbuilt optimal sequence315

recommender or a combination of the recommender and a manually created

sequence.

4.2.3. Task 3: Create Insight Notes for Visualisations

One of the goals of information visualisation is getting insight from data.

Documenting and communicating this insight to a target audience during a320

visual data storytelling session is important. At a minimum, our system should

enable an analyst to record and produce insight notes during data exploration

and visual data storytelling creation process. These notes serve as a useful

reference for the analyst during the presentation session.

To add notes to a specific visualisation, the analyst selects the target325

visualisation node and enters a note (annotation) that may be insights or key

points to be referenced during the presentation, and then records the note to

the visualisation node.

For example, using Gravity, Matt can add insight notes to each of the visual-

isation story pieces. These notes will be dynamically bound to the visualisations330

and their corresponding presentation slides, analogous to reference notes in

presentation software.
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4.2.4. Task 4: Provide Overview of All Visualisations

Providing an overview of prior created visualisations or sequences of visuali-

sations is an important task in supporting collaboration. This task functionality335

enables an analyst to discover insight from the prior work of team members

and supports the continuation of prior work by exploring and querying insight

notes, visualisations and sequences of visualisations.

The analyst can import a Gravity gty file and see an ensemble of the vi-

sualisations and visualisation sequences of a prior session. They can select340

and re-arrange visualisation sequences, create new visualisations, modify ex-

isting visualisations and insight notes (change), and produce an input to the

presentation component or record the current state of the session.

For example, suppose Matt is a member of a team, he can access, review, and

continue prior work of team members on the economic freedom dataset including345

the visualisation story pieces, sequences, and insight notes from a single file in

Gravity.

4.2.5. Task 5: Inspect Individual Visualisations

An analyst can view fully interactive mini-previews of visualisations encoded

as graph nodes for sequencing purposes. This functionality aids comparison and350

enables analysts to inspect visualisations while adding insight notes without

leaving their current view.

However, to access a mini-preview of a visualisation (i.e., to discover the

underlying visualisation encoded as a graph node), the analyst can look-up

and identify a graph node, select the node to render the fully interactive355

mini-preview and then select the inspect button to render the visualisation in

full resolution for inspection in the visualisation component.

For example, in inspecting a visualisation to get more details on certain data

points before adding insight notes in section 2, using Gravity, Matt can access

and interact with an interactive visualisation while adding the notes at the same360

time, without leaving his current view.
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4.2.6. Task 6: Create Visual Data Story

The final stage of the visual data story creation process is the actual presen-

tation of the data and interactive visualisations to a (potential) target audience.

Consequently, the system should allow an analyst to produce a recorded presen-365

tation. This is achieved by the analyst filling an author and ethical consideration

form within the system. A basic presentation slide deck is automatically created

by the system containing an ordered sequence of fully interactive visualisations

(after the introduction slide), with each visualisation slide containing its corre-

sponding insight note. The analyst can then present the visual data story by370

navigating through the slides. The system records the slideshow and voice

narration of the analyst and provides functionality for previewing and exporting

the recorded visual data story video.

For example, Matt can generate a basic presentation slide deck from his

visualisation story pieces. He can also add an introduction and data acquisi-375

tion/transformation slides. Moreover, he can present and record the presentation

of his visual data story.

5. System Design

Our abstract high-level tasks described in section 4 inherently support the

visual data story creation process - creating story pieces, i.e., visualisations,380

establishing a logical flow between story pieces, and presenting the visual data

story [13, 36].

5.1. System Components in Gravity

The main components of the Gravity system are shown in Figure 2. The

Visualisation View is where new interactive visualisations are created (Task385

1). It also supports the inspection of mini-previews of visualisations encoded as

graph nodes in the Sequence View in full scale (Task 5). The Sequence View

facilitates the creation and meta-visualisation of visualisation sequences (Task

2) encoded as nodes and edges, and provides an overview of all visualisations
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created (Task 4). Insight notes for each visualisation are also added in the390

Sequence View (Task 3). The Presentation View supports the creation of a

basic presentation slide deck with insight notes, and the recording and export of

the presentation as a video (Task 6).

Figure 2: An overview of the Gravity system, showing the three main components.

5.2. Visualisation View

The Visualisation View, shown in Figure 3, provides functionalities to inspect395

prior created visualisations in full scale and the creation of new ones. To create a

visualisation, an analyst inputs data into the system using the file input control

(3a), sets the visualisation encodings and aggregation using a set of drop-down

menus (3b, 3c), before selecting an appropriate visualisation template (3h) to

create the visualisation (3d). A visualisation title is then entered for the created400

visualisation (1e). The visualisation template panel (3h) contains frequently

used visualisation types, namely scatterplot, bar chart, stacked bar chart, line

chart, area chart, histogram, box-plot and punch-card plot. When any of the

visualisation thumbnails is moused over, the name of the visualisation is shown

in a pop-over along with suggested valid data attributes type (3g) (Task 1).405

The visualisations are encoded using Vega-lite specifications [40] and can

be exported as SVG or PNG files (3f). To use the created visualisation as an

input graph node for sequencing purposes in the Sequence View and for later
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Figure 3: The Gravity system’s interface: visualisation view.

Figure 4: The Gravity system’s interface: sequence view.

Figure 5: The Gravity system’s interface: presentation view.

presentation, the analyst clicks on the Create Node button (3i), which then

encodes the visualisation as a graph node in the Sequence View (4c).410

5.3. Sequence View

The Sequence View, shown in Figure 4, provides an overview and meta-

visualisation of created visualisations and allows for both manual visualisation
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sequencing and automatic sequence recommendation. The graph canvas (4c)

can be populated either by using the Create Node button in the Visualisation415

View (3i) or by importing a previously saved gty file using (4a). Individual

visualisations are encoded as graph nodes and directed edges connecting them

show their sequence order. The icon of a graph node represents what type of

visualisation it is encoding, e.g., bar chart, using the same thumbnail icons as in

the visualisation template panel (3h). The title of the graph node is the same as420

the title of the visualisation it is encoding for identification purposes.

An analyst can add insight notes to each graph node (for referencing purposes

in the presentation view, 5f) by selecting the graph node and filling the textbox

(4f); the title of the textbox is bound to the title of the graph node for easy

identification (Task 3).425

Mini-previews (4d) of the visualisations are provided to enable analysts to

see the underlying visualisations encoded as graph nodes without having to leave

the Sequence View. This facilitates comparison and addition of insight notes.

However, to inspect the mini-preview visualisation in full scale, the analyst clicks

on the Inspect button (4e) which then renders the visualisation in full scale in430

the Visualisation View (Task 5). This allows the easy update of graph nodes.

An analyst can manually create a visualisation sequence by selecting the Add

Edge button (4h), clicking on a visualisation node and then dragging the edge

to another visualisation node. This process is repeated until all graph nodes are

connected in a preferred sequence. However, to use the system recommended435

logical sequences, the analyst can click on the Recommend Sequence button in

the recommendation panel (4b). The system computes the recommendation

using the Graphscape model [11] in worker threads and displays the results,

i.e., recommended logical sequences. The Sequence position shows the currently

selected sequence out of a total number of recommendation, while the Sequence440

cost is a summary outcome from the Graphscape model; effective sequences

have smaller costs. For example, Figure 4b shows sequence #7 out of 120

recommendations, with a sequence cost of 53.1 (by comparison, the least optimal

sequence has a cost of 91.4). The analyst can navigate through the recommended
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sequences before selecting an appropriate one (Task 2).445

The Clear Nodes and Clear Edges buttons in the operations panel (4g) are

used for clearing all nodes and edges while the Generate Slide button allows the

analyst to output the selected sequence to the Presentation View. In addition,

the current state of the graph can be exported as a gty file (4a) and re-imported

at a later time for collaboration purposes (Task 4).450

5.4. Presentation View

The Presentation View, shown in Figure 5, supports the creation and presen-

tation of a visual data story. The analyst clicks on the Author Details button

(5a) which opens up a modal form to fill in information about the visual data

story presenter or analyst; the analyst also completes the ethical consideration455

form by clicking on the Ethics Record button (5b). The purpose of the ethical

consideration form (which automatically fills the content of the penultimate

slide) is to promote ethics in visual data storytelling as proposed by previous

works [41, 9, 25]. Using the ethical consideration form, the analyst can show the

data source and the data transformations employed during data exploration.460

The ordered sequence selected (Generate Slides button, 4g) containing fully

interactive visualisations and insight notes is contained as part of the slide deck.

The analyst then presents the visual data story using the prepared presentation

slides and the recording functionality which records both the presentation slides

and voice narration. The slide deck (5c) can be navigated using the controls (5g).465

The notes panel (5f) shows the corresponding notes created for each visualisation

in the Sequence View (4f) as the analyst navigates through the presentation

slides.

To record the presentation, the analyst clicks on the Start button (5d)

and gives microphone access to the system. Lastly, the recorded video can be470

previewed and exported in 5e (Task 6).

5.5. Visualisation Similarity and Sequence Recommender

Prior works have shown that the order or sequence in which visualisations

are shown to a target audience affects comprehension and memorability; optimal
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sequences decrease cognitive load and promote better comprehension and recall475

of the value message of the visual data story while less optimal sequences impede

user comprehension and recall [17, 12]. Hence, the introduction of an effective

sequence recommender in Gravity.

The Graphscape Model is a directed graph model for reasoning about visual-

isation similarity and sequences[11]. It represents visualisation specifications as480

graph nodes and transformation between nodes as directed edges. The model

proposes an estimated cost of difficulty of interpreting a target visualisation

given a source visualisation. The model derives transition costs for a directed

graph of visualisations by a partial ordering of edit operations consisting of trans-

lation between mark types (i.e., geometric primitives), transformation functions485

and encodings between pairs of visualisations. Within the model, mark type

transitions are the least expensive edit operation (since simply changing a mark

type holds all data constant), followed by data transformation (which retains

the same underlying data but changes the summary level of the data). The

most expensive edit operation is visual encoding (since this essentially changes490

the data fields being visualised). In short, mark type < data transformation

< visual encoding operations. The sum of all costs in one category (e.g., data

transformation) has to be less than any single operation in a more expensive

category (e.g., visual encoding operations).

The Graphscape model is a directed graph, Graphscape = (V,E,D), where495

nodes v ∈ V are Vega-lite visualisation specifications [40] and edges e ∈ E are

edit operations that transform a source visualisation to a target visualisation [11].

The model consists of 3 components that are combined together to generate the

final sequence costs for a set of visualisations. The components are transition

costs, filter sequence costs, and global weighting.500

5.5.1. Transition Costs

Each edge e in the model has edit cost w(e) that is determined based on

the edit operations ranking, i.e., mark type < data transformation < encoding

operations. Generally, transition cost T (u, v) between a source visualisation u
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and a target visualisation v is defined as the sum of edge weights along the505

shortest path between them:

T (u, v) = Σe∈ShortestPath(u,v,w)w(e)

5.5.2. Filter Sequence Costs

Filter operation focuses on the equality predicates which are common in

visual analysis. The model compares data values within equality predicates

and rewards sorted values. Given an input sequence S of visualisations, all510

recurring filtered fields within the sequence are identified and a set V consisting

of sequences of predicate graph nodes values vi is extracted. The filter cost term

F is given by:

F (S) = 1− 1

|V |
∑
v∈V

|
∑|v|

i=2 d(vi−1, vi) + 0.1|
|V | − 1 + 0.1

d(va, vb) =
va − vb
|va − vb|

if va 6= vb, 0 otherwise

For each filtered field, the ascending and descending value changes are scored

as +1 and −1, respectively. The absolute value of the sum of scores for each field515

is calculated and normalised by the number of filter changes. The additional 0.1

biases the score in favour of ascending order (alphabetical order for categorical

data and chronological order for dates). The average of all filter scores is taken

and subtracted from one to convert the score to a cost.

5.5.3. Global Weighting520

The Graphscape model includes a global weighting term W to reward se-

quences that order visualisations into consistent parallel subsequences. It defines

P as a repeated, non-overlapping subsequence of identical transitions.

The global weighting term W is determined by the fraction of the sequence

S covered by the pattern P that induces maximal coverage over S:525

W (S) = 1−maxP
count(P, S) · |P |

|S|
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The W (S) term decreases the overall sequence cost by a multiplicative factor

that reflects the number of consistent subsequence transitions. If there is no

repeating pattern P found, W is set to 1 and the sequence cost remains the

same.

5.5.4. The Graphscape Sequence Cost Function530

Combining all of the above components together, i.e., transition costs, filter

sequence costs, and global weighting costs, the Graphscape cost function for a

visualisation sequence S is given as:

Cost(S) = W (S) ·

F (S) +

|S|∑
i=1

T (Si−1, Si)


To account for the cost of interpreting an initial visualisation within a

sequence, each input sequence S is treated as having an initial entry S0 consisting535

of a null visualisation specification in which no encoding fields are specified.

Sequences generated by the Graphscape model have been evaluated and

shown to be effective [11, 22].

For Gravity, we adapt and operationalise the Graphscape model for recom-

mending the most optimal sequences of visualisations.540

In addition, we provide a meta-visualisation of the graph nodes and edges,

in order to support the visualisation of the recommended sequences. We encode

visualisation sequences as nodes and directed edges in a graph canvas. The

nodes are visualisation specifications and the edges between nodes show a logical

connection between the nodes. Our approach also facilitates the creation of545

manual sequences within the graph canvas. We assumed the meta-visualisation

approach for two reasons; firstly, we aimed to concretise the abstract Graphscape

model to help users intuitively understand and interact with the (recommended)

visualisation sequences in addition to the model recommendation results; and

secondly, meta-visualisation displays have been shown to be effective in support-550

ing visual understanding when there are numerous visualisations to be analysed

together, in this case, multiple visualisation story pieces in a single sequence
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view [18, 42].

Topological sorting of a directed graph is a linear ordering of its nodes such

that for every directed edge UV from node U to V, U comes before V in the555

ordering [43]. In the context of this work, the nodes of the graph represent

visualisations to be presented and the edges represent the constraint that one

visualisation must be presented before another in a linear order.

In Gravity, we implement a topological sorting algorithm to sort and render

a selected visualisation sequence in a linear order for presentation purposes in560

the presentation view.

5.6. A Note on Implementation

Gravity is a web-based prototype application developed using the Vuejs5

framework in a component-based approach. It is developed completely as a client-

side tool with no server installation or maintenance. Gravity currently accepts raw565

data files in a comma-separated values (CSV) format, where each row represents

a data record and each column a data attribute. The visualisations are created

using Vega-lite [40] specifications; a high-level grammar of interactive graphics

that makes it relatively easy to generate web-based interactive visualisations,

and is expressed in concise JSON formats.570

In creating the meta-visualisation as a directed graph of visualisation nodes

and edges, the generated Vega-lite visualisation specifications are passed (with

unique IDs) as JSON objects from the visualisation view to the sequence view.

The recommender sequence properties are calculated using the Graphscape

model [11] implemented in Javascript. The model computes the encoding distance575

between pairs of visualisations by calculating the sum of edges based on the

shortest path traversal using the breadth-first search algorithm. The breadth-

first search is quite expensive to be run in a browser, hence we delegate the

sequence recommendation computation to separate worker threads using the

client’s CPU to prevent the user interface from becoming unresponsive. The580

5https://vuejs.org
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recommended sequence of visualisations nodes and connected edges are passed

from the sequence view to the presentation view.

The presentation of the logical sequences of visualisations is recorded in the

presentation view. Currently, there is no support for the recording of HTML

elements (except for canvas and media elements). To address this challenge, the585

parent HTML node for rendering the visualisations are read from the DOM into

a canvas element at rapid intervals. The mediastream recording API is then

used to record the canvas, as well as capturing the audio, which are then merged

and converted to videos in the Webm6 format.

6. Evaluation590

We carried out a user study to evaluate the visual data story creation process

of Gravity, guided by the evaluation methods proposed by Amini et al. [21] and

Ren et al. [44].

6.1. Participants and Apparatus

We recruited 10 representative participants (5 male, 5 female) including 6595

expert visualisation designers and analyst and 4 non-experts with basic visualisa-

tion experience. Two of the experts were recruited from a Data Consulting firm

based in Melbourne, Australia, three are postgraduate students doing research

in data science and visualisation, and one is a university research engineer. The

expert participants produce presentations based on data in the course of their600

work. The four remaining non-experts with basic visualisation experience have

varied backgrounds in arts & humanities, engineering and business. Participants

were between 18 and 40 years old.

We contacted participants via advertisements on university noticeboards and

email announcement. Participants were rewarded with a $20 shopping vouchers605

for completing the study. We did not record any conflicts of interest.

6https://www.webmproject.org/
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The hardware apparatus provided to participants were a desktop computer

running Microsoft Windows 7 OS, a 24-inch monitor and standard peripheral

devices - keyboard and mouse.

The objective of the study was to obtain insight into how Gravity supports610

the creation of logically sequenced visual data stories using a workflow that

consolidates the different phases of the visual data story creation process.

We note here that we do not evaluate the effectiveness of the logical sequences,

since Kim et al. [11] reported on a comprehensive result of the effectiveness

of Graphscape sequences. Rather, we evaluate Gravity, the visual data story615

authoring system which operationalises and visualises the Graphscape model as

part of the system’s components, using the visual data story authoring systems

evaluation criteria proposed by Amini et al. [21].

6.2. Procedure

The user evaluation procedure is summarised in Figure 6.620

Figure 6: The user evaluation study procedure.
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6.2.1. Training Stage

An investigator informed participants of the purpose, benefits and voluntary

nature of the evaluation study and requested participants to sign a consent form

before the session began.

Participants were introduced to the Gravity system by a researcher who625

described the system features and interactions. Participants then watched

tutorial videos for 6 minutes to reinforce what has been explained to them. They

were encouraged to ask any questions before starting the main evaluation tasks.

6.2.2. Task Stage

The tasks were designed such that participants will be able to interact with630

the main features of Gravity, and also to capture the evaluation criteria for

evaluating visual data storytelling tools proposed by Amini et al. [21] and Ren

et al. [44]. There were 3 main task types; reproduction, free-form and update

tasks. Participants were handed a task sheet containing the tasks descriptions

before they proceeded to complete the tasks.635

Reproduction Task. The focus of a reproduction study is the usability of a

system and the learnability of its features. In reproduction studies, participants

are typically asked to complete tasks that reproduce a copy of one or more

(visualisation) designs. The reproduction study evaluation method is commonly

used in the evaluation of visualisation tools and has been employed in evaluating640

tools such as Data Illustrator [32], and Lyra [45]. Reproduction studies help to

assess if participants can produce the desired designs, and if not, what the main

barriers might be [44]. Hence our evaluation includes a reproduction task.

To motivate this task, participants were asked to decide on a potential

audience who will be the recipient of their created visual data story. Participants645

were then given 5 sheets of paper containing 5 visualisations of the open source

cars data [46] and asked to reproduce the visualisations before saving them as

graph nodes. Participants had to add a minimum of one insight note to each

graph node and then create a visualisation sequence either manually or using the
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system’s sequence recommender. They also developed a narrative they would650

like to communicate to their audience. Lastly, participants completed the author

detail and ethical consideration forms, delivered a visual data story based on

the created visualisation sequence and then exported the video. The result of

this task is a complete narrative sequence, with voice-over narration.

Free-form Task. In a free-form study, participants are typically asked to complete655

tasks on their own using the system. Free-form studies focus on assessing whether

or not participants can produce (visualisation) designs of their own using the

new authoring system without significant support [44]. The free-form study

method has been employed in evaluating visualisation tools such as Ellipsis [1]

and DataClips [16]. Free-form studies also reflect the learnability and usability660

of a system, as participants go through the process of executing tasks on their

own with minimal guidance. In addition, a free-form study can be preceded by

a reproduction study, which serves as an additional tutorial, as is the case in our

evaluation of the Gravity system.

For the free-form task, participants decided on a potential target audience665

for their presentation as in the previous task, and developed a narrative they

would like to communicate to their audience. They were asked to freely create

their own visualisations (minimum of 3), sequences, and visual data story based

on any of the 5 sample open source datasets available within the system. The

sample datasets include the following: Melbourne temperature [47], iris flower670

[46], Seattle weather [46], IMDB movies [46], and cars [46]. Each sample data had

a description so that participants can have some understanding of the data. The

result of this task is a complete narrative sequence, with voice-over narration.

Update Task. The goal of the update task is to capture the asynchronous

collaboration support of the Gravity system.675

For this task, participants were put in a scenario - they were part of an

analytics team and had to continue working on an existing gty file based on

the work that was left off by a team member. They were to review the prior

created visualisations and visualisation sequence, make addition, modification
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and updates before saving the state of the session as an updated gty file. The680

updates participants made to the existing gty file include modifying y-axis, titles,

and insight notes of visualisations. They also authored new visualisations and

their corresponding insight notes, and updated the visualisation sequence. The

result of this task is a modified and updated gty file.

6.2.3. Survey Stage685

At the end of the study, participants completed a survey. The survey captured

demographics information and evaluation criteria such as usefulness, satisfaction,

and ease of use, using a 5-point Likert scale. Investigators encouraged participants

to provide additional feedback and comments in the spaces provided.

6.3. Results and Discussion690

The task questions (attached in the supplementary materials) were designed

to cover the abstract high-level tasks 1 - 6 discussed in section 4 to consolidate

the visual data story creation process. Moreover, the evaluation study aimed

to collect insights on how the Gravity system supports users in creating visual

data stories.695

Participants were successful in carrying out the evaluation tasks without

significant guidance. Participants spent an average of 19 minutes to complete

the reproduction task, 13 minutes to complete the free-form task, and 9 minutes

to complete the update task. The survey results grouped by different criteria

(as proposed by Amini et al. [21] and Ren et al. [44]) is summarised in Figure700

7. Overall, the results for the different criteria are positive (more than 85% on

average). A detailed table with 37 survey questions and responses spread over

different criteria is shown in Table 3 (Appendix A).

6.3.1. Evaluation Categories

Ease of Use. Although the Gravity system is a research prototype with a focus on705

the most important features, participants agreed on the ease of use of the system.

This is reflected in their response to the questions. They found the system easy

to use for creating visualisations, visualisation sequences and presenting their
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Figure 7: Summary result of the user evaluation study.

visual data stories. For instance, an expert participant P4 commented, “It is

user friendly and interactive”.710

Learnability. The result shows that most participants learned to use the tool

quickly within a short training period. However, participants also agreed that

they would have loved to receive further instructions. We note that this can

be linked to participants’ lack of familiarity with the task datasets since an

understanding of the social context of the data is important in creating visual715

data stories. For instance, a non-expert participant P1 commented, “The tool is

very impressive...my only setback was trying to understand the sample data”.

Usefulness. Participants found the meta-visualisation using nodes and directed

edges helpful in creating and understanding visualisation sequences. In addition,

they found the insight note and other functionalities useful for recording their un-720

derstanding of the data and reference during presentation. Overall, participants

found the system useful for creating visual data stories.

Sense-making. The evaluation results show that the system supports sense-

making from an author perspective. We hypothesise that the author sense-
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making success may likely cascade into sense-making for a target audience,725

although another study will be needed to verify this. Participants not only

understood the visualisations that they created, but they also agreed that the

system aided them in articulating their understanding to their recipient audience.

Satisfaction. As shown in Figure 7, participants responded positively to ques-

tions on user satisfaction. They concurred that they will adopt the system for730

visualisation tasks in future projects and would recommend it to a friend.

Ethical Consideration. Participants found the ethical consideration form in the

system an important aspect of ethics in the visual data story creation process.

They agreed that the presence of ethical records will promote author credibility

and a target audience trust in a presented visual data story.735

6.3.2. Discussion

Successes. Participants successfully created visual data stories without signifi-

cant assistance from the investigators. They authored 2 visual data stories and

followed the visual data story creation process; they created individual visuali-

sations which served as story pieces, sequenced these story pieces in a logical740

order, added insight notes, completed author details and ethical consideration

forms, and gave and exported their presentations (with voice-over narration)

using the basic presentation slides deck. In short, the system satisfied the 6

abstract high-level tasks described in section 4 - the rationale of the systems’

design requirements, which in turn supported participants in authoring logically745

sequenced visual data stories.

Participants appreciated the system’s sequence recommender, especially being

able to navigate through the recommendations using the meta-visualisation and

sequence cost as guides. All participants used this feature at least once during

their evaluation session. Participants selection of the recommended sequences was750

systematic. Almost all participants selected the recommended sequence based

on the displayed sequence cost and how they would like to communicate their

intended narrative. Participants also manually created sequences by creating
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new edges between graph nodes. Three participants stated that the sequence

recommendation and linking of the presentation slides were their favourite feature755

of the system, and was useful in helping them develop their narrative.

Participants also found the meta-visualisation of visualisation sequences

useful. They agreed that the meta-visualisation using a graph representation

aided them in understanding the system recommended sequences and in creating

their own manual sequence.760

One participant reported that the support of gty files (import and export)

is important for collaboration, enabling them to share visualisation artefacts

with others. Another participant commended the fully interactive mini-preview

visualisations stating, “[mini-preview] helps a lot when I have to add notes

to the node”. Moreover, participants also welcomed the Gravity system as a765

user-friendly and interactive web-based system; “I like the fact that the tool

is web-based, so one does not need to install...” noted a participant. These

successes show that the system fulfils the higher level analysis tasks that were

the basis for its design.

Current Limitations. Although participants’ response is mostly positive, they770

also noted potential areas for improvement in the Gravity system. The current

implementation of the system allows manual updates of graph nodes (e.g.,

modification of encodings of the underlying visualisations) in the graph canvas;

this results in the duplication of the intended node - the system keeps the old

node and creates a newly updated node, and users have to manually delete the775

old node. Participants suggested that the next version of the system should

support the automatic update of nodes without duplication.

Also, the current implementation of the system only shows the sequence cost

for system recommended sequences but does not calculate sequence cost for

manually created sequences. As one participant notes, “Telling me my manual780

[sequence] cost would be excellent.” These observations show the need for further

iteration of the system.
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6.4. Threats to Validity

We took considerations to reduce threats to validity and their impact in the

user evaluation study. However, there are threats that may have affected the785

results and conclusion. We discuss these threats and controls applied to them

and summarise these in Table 2.

Table 2: Summary of threats to validity.

Threat Category Status

Instrumentation Internal Addressed

Maturation Internal Addressed

Population sample External Partially addressed

Sample size External Partially addressed

6.4.1. Internal Validity

Instrumentation. We simplified the tasks protocols and encouraged participants

to ask questions during evaluation sessions. However, some participants may790

have been reluctant to ask questions and may have responded based on their

understanding of the tasks. This may have potentially affected participants’

experience of the evaluation study. We do note that there were no concerns

raised regarding tasks protocols.

Maturation. There is a risk of participants experiencing boredom and lethargy as795

the evaluation study progressed over time. However, investigators endeavoured

to encourage participants. They were awarded a $20 voucher as a reward for their

participation. Also, participants were advised that they were under no obligation

to complete the evaluation study and could leave whenever they wanted.

6.4.2. External Validity800

Population Sample. Our goal was to get a representative sample of information

visualisation experts and non-expert participants. We successfully recruited 6

expert participants and 4 non-experts. All of our expert participants author
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visual data stories in the course of their work. Two of the expert participants

work as consultants in a Data Consulting firm based in Melbourne, Australia,805

3 are postgraduate (PhD) students engaged in active research in data science

and visualisation, while the remaining one is a university research engineer. The

4 non-expert participants do have basic experience with data visualisation and

have varied backgrounds in arts and humanities, engineering, and business.

Sample Size. We recruited a total number of 10 participants (5 male, 5 female)810

for the user evaluation study. It is probable that the number of participants

may have affected the results of the study. However, since the goal of the

evaluation study was not the comparison of participants’ performance, but

rather to get insights on how the system supports users in the creation of visual

data stories and possible areas for improvement, we believe the impact of this815

is limited. Moreover, the number of expert participants is in the accepted

range of participant numbers in information visualisation systems evaluations

[45, 1, 16, 30, 31].

7. Conclusion and Future Direction

As enthusiasm for visual data stories grows in the industry and academic820

research, the development of more tools would be integral to the authoring

process of logically sequenced visual data stories. Our paper presents Gravity,

a system that consolidates the visual data story creation process and embeds

and visualises a model for logically sequencing visualisations to support the

presentation of coherent narratives. Pairs of logically related visualisations with825

the least difficulty in interpretation are connected to each other.

Additionally, we present our design rationale, based on a high-level task

analysis that the system should satisfy. Results of our user evaluation study

show that the system supports users in creating visual data stories based on the

high-level tasks and provide insights on how the system aids users during the830

creation process.
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The Gravity system is a proof-of-concept prototype to show the viability

of supporting the authoring of logically sequenced visual data stories. Gravity

currently supports only a limited number of visualisation types. Further improve-

ments to the system including the refinement of the user interface, the addition835

of more visualisation types and support for more statistical features to carry out

different types of analysis may prove to be useful. Supporting these and much

more features without making the system too cumbersome to learn and use is a

possible avenue for future work in developing visual data story authoring tools.

Furthermore, we aim at investigating possible secondary applications for the840

current implementation of our meta-visualisation approach; we will seek further

auxiliary uses for the graph nodes and directed edges beyond its primary usage for

logical sequencing. For instance, expressing data navigation and user interaction

using graphs to enable more flexible alteration of visualisation artefacts for visual

data story creation is a potential use case. Nonetheless, more work is needed to845

model and formalise this objective.
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